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About This Game

You are a magician living a fairly normal life in a small village outside of the Kingdom of Githrad. Deal with bullies, navigate
your father’s temper and alcoholism, and work at your various jobs. As well as being a clerk at your parents’ general store, you

can also choose between being a guard, a scribe, a farmer, or a thief.

You get to have fun, too, like playing in chess tournaments, sparring, reading at the library, exploring necromancer’s caves,
exploring the woods, and finding romance with the other villagers.

The Magician's Burden is a 225,000 word interactive fantasy novel by Samuel Harrison Young, where your choices control the
story. It's entirely text-based—without graphics or sound effects—and fueled by the vast, unstoppable power of your

imagination.

 Play as male, female, or non-binary; romance men, women, both, or no one at all

 Three different kinds of magic for you to choose from: stealth, light, or dark

 Dozens of stats detailing your skills, knowledge, attributes, relationships, and inventory

Oh, yeah. You’re also hijacked by a demon named Zaleth.
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Really fun game for people who enjoy building and discovering.
Way better than any other game I've seen in this genre.
For people who want a constant stream of shallow excitement, Fortnite is this way =>[]

Edit: loading\/saving game doesn't seem to work on Linux.
Workaround: use the Windows version through Steam Play
1. Uninstall the Linux version of the game
2. Right click the game in your steam library and choose "Properties"
3. Than check "Force the use of a specific Steam Play compatibility tool" in the popup
4. Use the latest version in the drop down list (for me Proton 4.2-3 worked fine)
5. Install and launch the windows version as usual. A fleet for the price of a single league of legends character, come with its
own unique units variations and their own skins. Completely worth it.. This game would be a great game if it had expanded on
many of the concepts it introduces. However the game fall short in content.

The artstyle and music in the game has a nice asthetic and feel as you're cruising across the seas.

I was able to complete 80% of the game and achievements witout buying a new ship, the only reason to buy a new ship is to
capture islands and for the 2 achievements. The game scales the world to whatever ship you are currently using (bar one or two
missions). And once you get that larger ship costs of hiring the crew rises exponentially and well makes the game a lot less fun.

The ship battles... Well... They're easy, you board 95% of the time so you don't take damage from their bombardment. This then
initates a 'duel' between captains. This is a attack/block upper/middle/lower, the AI is a joke and you'll more than likely win
unless they have over 40+ more units then you (safe bet is if they have double your unit count you flee).

I really wanted to like this game, and I am glad I didn't pay for this game seperately. It could be so much more if the content was
just fleshed out. If more content is added and the game feels more alive, I'd definitely come back and review the changes. Until
then, I would not recommend to buy this at full price, and only if you MUST play this style of game during a sale. Even then I'd
recommend Pixel Piracy.. A game for anyone looking for a challenge.. Finally!!!
I managed to finsih the game with 89 saves
it was creepy and the the puzzeles took my mind

amazing work dear

advice to who playes this game
make sure to save before acting anything or you will regret XD

overall, it was very intresting and I like it
it gives the feeling and the excitment to continue and to know what will happen next

I like the graphics alot, totaly amazing
the game, oh God I don't know what to say

it is a challenge and I managed to survive

keep the good work and hope to see and play great game similar to this in future

all the best dear
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Was fun but got boring very quickly achievments do not work.
Rescue 1 was a lot better so need to find that.
Got refunded. cool looking game. No single trading cards even after 2 hours of playing . bad graphics . i got it for free -_-. Its
not a bad game. Somewhat older graphics and style of gameplay. It seemed very simplified game at first but later it becomes
harder as you start to travel further from the begining. I realized later after constantly dying often that this wasnt so simple of a
game. Some creatures are extremely hard to kill, and the trick of running to edge of the map to heal on the other side of the next
map, is what I mostly did to try and survive. (that and to save often) Its a worthy game in my opinion and I enjoyed very much.
Just waiting for the next version to come out on steam.. Great Game! It's unfortunately no longer worked on or supported by the
dev. Multiplayer has been down for a few years as it is. Lack of support aside, Tower Wars brings a nice change to td games.
Not only do you defend waves, you also send waves to the enemy. Many different unit and tower types, too many to list. Great
replayability as well! Even with multiplayer down, the computer AI brings a lot to the table. The AI is competent, possibly too
difficult for some. Considering its a pretty aged game at the time of this review, the game has still held up well over the years.

It's a great dissapointment that the devs no longer support it.

Graphics: 6.5(compared to todays games) 8 (compared to games when released)
Sound: 8
Story: 1 (story is pretty nonexistant)
Gameplay: 9
Replayability: 7

Overall I'd give it a 8\/10. This is a very simple game, not pretentions at all. It's definitely challenging, and some people will
enjoy it. I can't recommend it cause to me it's not very interesting or fun.
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